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About This Content

The Mongols DLC contains thousands of unique face combinations for male and female characters of the Mongol cultures. It
also contains 7 new unit sprites for:

Archers
Horse Archers
Heavy Infantry
Pikemen
Light Infantry
Light Cavalry
Heavy Cavalry
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What would this franchise be without mongol faces in it?

10\/10.. Paradox DLC came out with Mongol Faces. Wow. Racist.. Made the mistake of dropping 7 USD on Horse Lords
during the summer sale and expecting to get a portrait pack.

But I dropped another 2 bucks on this just so I didn't have to look at Arabs standing in for Mongols ever again.
GG Paradox tricked more money out of me. 10\/10.. Mongol Faces. Lmfao\/. Is it even legal to say that out loud.. historical and
realistic characters, distinguished from all other countries. enjoy using mongolian armies in Crusader Kings cuz it's pretty easy
to conquer all territories :)). Eventually I am going to run out of ways to say "This should be free".. A nice add on for flavor.. So
your Mongols aren't Arabs.. This DLC has greatly improved my experience playing CK2. I just got through my third
playthrough of looking at mongols for 700 years, and it has definitely been the most exciting yet. 10\/10
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I thought you'd get to play as the Mongols, but no, you just get to look at their Mongol faces.. While cheap, you would expect a
grand strategy game which focuses on dynasties and characters within them to include portraits of all races within the map. I
don't really feel I can down-vote this DLC given that the price is reasonable and the quality is there; but this is the sort of
addition I'd expect, if not with the game on release, perhaps added as a free update.

That aside, I think this and the African Portrait Pack [for which I gave a cc review] are a worthy addition if you're a fan of the
game.. Famous, critically acclaimed Mongol Faces DLC. You should probably get this, if you ever play until Mongol invasion..
With this pack, one can assume the visage of a Mongol warlord from the Middle Ages. Those narrow eyes and strange clothes
really are quite splendid.. Good stuff.  Problematic . all portrait dlcs look terrible except for, obviously, the mongols.. If you fix the
mongol children so that they don't look terrible then I will give a thumbs up. Otherwise don't buy this DLC unless you want to have
an eye-sore, which can only be fixed by downloading a mod.. The Khan approves
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